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Abstract

Solar energy is becoming increasingly important with the transition towards green and sustainable energy. Predicting solar irra-
diance is one of the core steps to optimise solar energy utilisation when planning and scheduling power grids. Accurate solar
irradiance prediction can also help forecast microclimate conditions, enabling the analysis of citizens and planning of optimal
intervention strategies for heating or cooling behaviour. This paper discusses a novel approach to computing the solar potential
of buildings at the city level with promising scalability using semantic 3D city models. Experiments are conducted at different
locations in the Netherlands. We evaluate our results by comparing them to the statistical Dutch data, and CitySim shows huge
discrepancies in summer.

1. Introduction

The World Bank reports that in 2023, 56% of the global pop-
ulation resides in urban areas, with projections rising to 70%
by 2050 (The World Bank, n.d.). This surge in urban popula-
tion density poses significant challenges for energy and climate
systems in cities. Effective urban planning and market adjust-
ments, such as in the carbon market, are vital for accurately
quantifying energy demand and supply. Misestimates can res-
ult in better decisions and better planning in energy systems.
Accurately determining solar irradiance is essential, as it influ-
ences distributed solar power grids, environmental conditions,
and occupant behaviour. For instance, high solar irradiance can
increase indoor temperatures, raising cooling demands. Thus,
precise estimation of solar radiation for specific areas is crucial.

However, computing the solar radiation hitting surfaces of urban
objects (e.g. a building, a shed, or the solar panels placed on top
of them) is rather challenging due to the peculiar geometrical
characteristics of the study object (surface tilt and inclination),
the overall topography of the site that may lead to shadowing,
and also the solar position. As a result, the solar irradiance on
two similar surfaces in a city can be very different, even if they
are very close.

It is crucial to account for geographic location and surroundings
to analyse solar potential in complex urban environments effect-
ively. Semantic 3D city models [3DCM] provide a structured
dataset that offers both geometric and semantic representations
of urban features, crucial for accurate solar irradiance calcula-
tions on various surfaces, including factors like orientation, tilt,
and shadow effects (Agugiaro et al., 2020).

This paper introduces a workflow for computing solar irradi-
ance at the city level with high temporal resolution using 3DCM.
We utilise the 3DBAG dataset (Peters et al., 2022), which con-
tains 3D models of all buildings in the Netherlands, available
in multiple formats and levels of detail [LoD] (Biljecki et al.,
2016). Specifically, our workflow processes data in the CityJSON

format (Ledoux et al., 2019), although it is compatible with any
CityJSON-encoded dataset. The result is a highly detailed out-
put of solar irradiance values, achieving sub-meter spatial and
hourly temporal resolutions. This approach notably avoids as-
sumptions about urban morphology while remaining computa-
tionally efficient for consumer-level devices.

2. Method

The computation of the solar potential involves two main sec-
tions: shadowing and solar irradiance. The workflow diagrams
depicting the processes are presented in fig. 1.

(a) Shadowing calculation

(b) Solar Irradiance calculation

Figure 1. General overview of the workflows

Our method starts by extracting the centre coordinates of the
input 3DCM. These coordinates are necessary to calculate the
sun’s position throughout a typical year, recording those hours
when the sun is above the horizon. Additionally, We compute
the orientation and inclination of all boundary surfaces of the
buildings. Then, surfaces are progressively divided into smaller
triangles to ensure uniform samples and a more detailed ana-
lysis. To deal with sliver triangles, we divide them further by
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the corner of the acute angle; more details can be found at (Xu
et al., 2024).

2.1 Shadow Calculation

The five-step shadow computation process (fig. 1(a)) starts with
generating a grid on building surfaces and extracting barycentric
coordinates. Sun-ray vectors are then created, pointing in the
sunlight’s direction. Concurrently, nightside filtering ((Wang
et al., 2023)) removes self-occluded surfaces, and a Bounding
Volume Hierarchy (BVH) ((Meister et al., n.d.)) is constructed.
The final step is an intersection test between sun-rays and the
BVH to identify shadowed surfaces.

2.2 Solar Irradiance Calculation

In this research, we use the weather data from the locations of
the weather stations of the Royal Netherlands Meteorological
Institute (KNMI, 2024). Figure 2 presents the main components
of the solar irradiance values. We use the solar beam and the ho-
rizontal diffuse radiation components in our computations. We
merge each point in the grid with the irradiance vector, resulting
in a time series of values.

Figure 2. Solar irradiance component

It is essential to utilise a transition model based on meteorolo-
gical data to analyse the solar irradiance impacting tilted sur-
faces. This data provides measurements of solar irradiance that
reach the ground, and these measurements are expressed by
eq. (1) (Loutzenhiser et al., 2007a).

GHI = DHI +DNI · cos(θZ) (1)

Global Horizontal Irradiance [GHI], Direct Normal Irradiance
[DHI], and Diffuse Horizontal Irradiance [DNI], θZ represents
the solar zenith angle. DNI is divided into sky and horizon
diffuse components fig. 2. The general form of the transition
model is formulated as eq. (2).

IS,β = IS,dir,β + IS,diff,β + IS,refl,β (2)

Where IS,dir,β , IS,diff,β , IS,refl,β represent the direct beam
irradiance, sky diffuse irradiance, and ground reflected irradi-
ance. IS,β represent the total solar irradiance and β stands for
surface inclination. The determination of the direct beam solar
irradiance is articulated as eq. (3).

IS,dir,β = Mshadow ·DNI · cos δ (3)

Mshadow represents the binary shadow mask. In this study, we
aggregate the shadow mask for all sample points on each sur-
face and calculate the average value of the mask. The shadow
mask value ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 indicates that the sur-
face is completely shadowed.

The methods to estimate the sky diffuse component of total
solar irradiance have been extensively studied over the past dec-
ades. In general, different models require varying amounts of
input data. In our study, we opt for the Isotropic (Kamphuis et
al., 2020) and the Perez (Perez et al., 1987, Perez et al., 1988,
Perez et al., 1990) models. Isotropic model considers the sky a
uniform diffuse radiation source. The motivation for choosing
this simple model is that our study focuses more on accurately
estimating direct beam solar irradiance, which is significantly
affected by shadows. The diffuse components of solar irradi-
ance in the isotropic model can be formulated by eq. (4).

IS,diff,β = DHI
1 + cosβ

2
(4)

The ground-reflected solar irradiance in a similar simplified set-
ting can be determined as follows:

IS,refl,β = IS,tot · γrefl ·
(
1− cosβ

2

)
(5)

Perez model is an empirical model adopted widely and tested
to show promising alignment with ground truth data (Loutzen-
hiser et al., 2007b). Compared with the Isotropic, Perez requires
more parameters such as airmass. Eq. 6 details the basic form
of this model (Loutzenhiser et al., 2007a):

(6)Ed = DHI ×
[
(1− F1)

(
1 + cos (θT )

2

)
+ F1

(a

b

)
+ F2 sin (θT )

]

Where F1 eq. (7) and F2 eq. (8) are complex empirically fit-
ted functions that describe circumsolar and horizon brightness,
respectively. Additionally:

• a = max (0, cos (AOI))

• b = max (cos (85◦) , cos (θZ))

• AOI is the angle of incidence between the sun and the
plane of the array

• θT is the array tilt angle from horizontal

F1 = max

[
0,

(
f11 + f12∆+

πθZ
180◦

f13

)]
(7)

F1 = max

[
0,

(
f11 + f12∆+

πθZ
180◦

f13

)]
(8)

The f coefficients are defined for specific bins of clearness (ε),
which is defined as eq. (9):

ε =
(DHI +DNI)/DHI + κθ3Z

1 + κθ3Z
(9)

where: κ is a constant equal to 1.041 for angles in radians, or
5.535× 10−6 for angles in degrees.

3. Experiments and Results

For each location, we calculate the hourly shadowing and solar
irradiance.
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3.1 Shadow Calculation

Implemented in C++, our shadow calculation leverages BVH
construction from the book ”Ray Tracing: The Next Week”
((Ray Tracing in One Weekend Book Series, 2020)). The model
operates on Ubuntu 20.04 through WSL on Windows 11, util-
izing a computer with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-12700H CPU
and 32GB RAM. We enhance performance by parallelizing the
process across 20 CPU threads.

All simulations are applied on three different test locations in
the Netherlands: Groningen, Maastricht, and Utrecht see fig. 3.
These cities, distributed across the Netherlands, exhibit a vari-
ety of urban morphologies. The corresponding 3DBAG tiles
and their details are listed in table 1. Our experiments are com-
puted for 2023.

Figure 3. Study Areas

Our initial filtering is based on the sun’s location above the ho-
rizon, which leads to ∼ 4.400 hours (epochs) in which the sun
is visible, instead of the 8.760h of a typical year (365× 24).

The experiment involves shadowing calculation using the LoD2.2
data per tile. This calculation is performed on the roofs and
building facades, leveraging the semantic information provided
by the input 3DCM. Table 2 displays the results of the shadow
calculations for all the selected tiles.

An additional experiment was conducted on tile 10-880-109,
which is the primary area for shadow calculation. In contrast,
all surrounding tiles were used solely for intersection tests (see
Groningen(+) in Tables 1 and 2), using 3D building models of
the same level of detail (LoD 2.2). We perform this experiment
to include the buildings that may lie close to the borders of the
tile that is being analysed. For that reason, the tile of interest
(10-880-109) and its surrounding tiles are included in the BVH
(see fig. 1(a)). By doing this, we perform two analyses: the
influence of the surrounding buildings and the scalability of our
method.

Table 1. Study Area Information. Columns indicate the number
of buildings, surfaces, and computation hours respectively.(+)

indicates the inclusion of the 8 neighbouring tiles.

Tile City Building
Num

Surface
Num

Hours
Num

Extent
(meter)

10-880-1098 Groningen 925 84581 4462 500×500
9-656-44 Maastricht 3048 82882 4443 1000× 1000
10-490-596 Utrecht 664 73944 4459 500× 500
10-880-1098(+) Groningen(+) 5521 469867 4462 1500× 1500

Table 2. Experiment results. Where ”PG Num” number of grid
points; ”Duration” total computation time; ”D/Pt” computation

time per grid point for a year. Other columns follow the
definitions in Table tab:tileinfo.

Tile Building
Num

Surface
Num

PG
Num

Duration
(s)

D/Pt
(ms)

Groningen 925 84581 525270 5234 9.96
Maastricht 3048 82882 518757 3137 6.05
Utrecht 664 73944 484247 4802 9.92
Groningen(+) 5521 469867 525270 10398 19.80

3.2 Solar Irradiance Calculation

Hourly solar irradiance values for the study areas are calculated
using the Python package pvlib (Holmgren et al., 2018). We use
two weather input datasets for our experiments. The first data-
set is the API PVGIS (European Commission, 2024), which
downloads the weather data for typical meteorological years as
a typical meteorological year (TMY3) files from a given set of
coordinates (obtained from the centre of the tile). These data
contain the required parameters for the isotropic model compu-
tation. We use the built-in functions of pvlib to calculate the
extra required parameters of the Perez model. The second data-
set corresponds to the data from the climate.OneBuilding.Org
project (Lawrie and Crawley, n.d.), which offers climate data
designed to support building simulations such as EnergyPlus
files (EPW) available from a variety of organisations and coun-
tries (in our case, KNMI).

We calculate the solar irradiance for each point in the com-
puted grid point of the shadowing calculation. further details
are available at (Xu et al., 2024). The results are aggregated
per surface using a weighted average. Moreover, we compute
a shadowing mask per surface for each epoch. The resulting
value is applied as a correction factor of the direct beam solar
irradiance as outlined in eq. (3). Finally, we aggregate the solar
irradiance values for each month, as shown in Figure 10, so we
can compare them with the statistical values set by the Dutch
standard NTA8800:2023 (NEN, 2024); this standard specifies
the method for assessing the energy performance of buildings in
the Netherlands. The statistical values provided in the standard
are categorised by the orientation and inclination of the bound-
ary surfaces that define the thermal hull. Since our method
computes these values, the results of the experiments are com-
parable to the official ones.

To further evaluate our method. We perform solar potential
analysis using CitySim (Emmanuel and Jérôme, 2015). It is a
building energy simulation tool (BES) that models building per-
formance to compute, among other applications, the solar po-
tential or the energy demand for heating/cooling buildings at a
city level. Although it uses its own data format (XML CitySim),
a graphical user interface (GUI) named CitySim Pro supports
importing from other data formats such as dxf or CityGML. We
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use the latter as the input dataset to perform the solar potential
analysis by transforming the CityJSON files from the 3DBAG
using citygml-tools (Nagel and Deininger, 2024).

4. Results

Figure 5 to fig. 9 show scatter plot as a comparison of the results
obtained by the Perez model and the NTA8800 values at each
of the test locations. Each point corresponds to a surface in the
study area.

Figure 4. Scatter plot of Monthly Solar Irradiance Values in
Groningen between Perez model results and CitySim results

using the EPW as input weather data

Figure 5. Scatter plot of Monthly Solar Irradiance Values in
Groningen between Perez model results and NTA8800 using the

EPW as input weather data

Figure 6. Scatter Plot of Monthly Solar Irradiance Values in
Utrecht between Perez model results and NTA8800 using the

EPW as input weather data

Figure 7. Scatter Plot of Monthly Solar Irradiance Values in
Utrecht between Perez model results and NTA8800 using the

EPW as input weather data

Figure 8. Scatter Plot of Monthly Solar Irradiance Values in
Maastricht between Perez model results and CitySim results

using the EPW as input weather data
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Figure 9. Scatter Plot of Monthly Solar Irradiance Values in
Maastricht between Perez model results and NTA8800 using the

EPW as input weather data

The correlation coefficients in the scatter plots (fig. 4 -fig. 9)
vary from 0.66 to 0.81, indicating a moderate to strong lin-
ear relationship between our method and the NTA8800 norm.
Despite potential differences arising from variations in shadow
modelling, irradiance calculation approaches, and meteorolo-
gical data sources, there is an alignment in the patterns of irra-
diance captured by both methods.

From fig. 10 to fig. 15 show bar diagrams of the average solar
irradiance values per test location. Values are presented per
month so that the user can better compare our method against
the norm values.

Figure 10. Groningen, bar plot of Monthly Solar Irradiance
Values comparison using TMY3 as input weather data

Figure 11. Groningen, bar plot of Monthly Solar Irradiance
Values comparison using EPW as input weather data

Figure 12. Utrecht, bar plot of Monthly Solar Irradiance Values
comparison using TMY3 as input weather data

Figure 13. Utrecht, bar plot of Monthly Solar Irradiance Values
comparison using EPW as input weather data

Figure 14. Maastricht, bar plot of Monthly Solar Irradiance
Values comparison using TMY3 as input weather data

Figure 15. Maastricht, bar plot of Monthly Solar Irradiance
Values comparison using EPW as input weather data

CitySim average values are usually the lowest in the three study
area locations. In the case of Groningen with the EPW3 data,
the values can be 40% lower compared to the other computing
methods, but those values are the highest in December. For all
locations, our computation values using the TMY3 dataset are
significantly higher, showing us the impact the input weather
dataset can have in the final output. The difference between our
average results is significant in the case of the NTA8800 norm
statistical values. However, it is essential to note that the norm
values are statistical approaches that do not consider urban mor-
phology as our method.

Error metrics and the bar plots reveal that warmer seasons ex-
hibit more significant discrepancies between NTA8800 values
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and our computed values. More experiments and analyses need
to be conducted to reveal the reason for the phenomena. How-
ever, the solar irradiance estimation between historical standard
and high-resolution simulation can significantly differ.

Finally, fig. 16 to fig. 19 show the solar irradiance per surface
in May and December in the test location Utrecht. All images
use the same colour palette from blue (lowest value) to yellow
(highest value).

(a) May

(b) December

Figure 16. Utrecht. Isotropic model output visualisation

(a) May

(b) December

Figure 17. Utrecht. Perez model output visualisation

(a) May

(b) December

Figure 18. Utrecht. NTA8800 statistical values visualisation

(a) May

(b) December

Figure 19. Utrecht. CitySim output visualisation

5. Discussion

Through simple CPU parallel processing, it takes less than 20
milliseconds to compute shadows annually per urban point. Our
method efficiently handles additional shadow-casting surfaces
without significantly affecting ray computation time, demon-
strating scalability across diverse urban environments.

Table 2 shows that the computation time per ray—ranging from
6 to 9 milliseconds— does not positively correlate with the
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number of shadow-casting surfaces. This may be due to over-
lapping BVH nodes, where rays intersect multiple child nodes,
reflecting scene-specific conditions. Yet, these results align with
the O(logn) theoretical time complexity, affirming the efficiency
and scalability of using BVH for shadow computation.

Employing BVH means that our vector tracing approach avoids
assumptions typical in other shadow projection techniques, such
as fixed ratios relative to the height of surrounding buildings.
BVH accurately handles complex urban and mountainous ter-
rains by integrating digital terrain models and ensures precise
shadow calculations on minor features such as corners, proving
versatile for indoor and outdoor environments.

The current shadow computation method uses basic CPU par-
allel processing and is highly parallelisable, indicating signific-
ant potential for faster computations. Given the independence
of ray intersection tests and the capabilities of modern GPU
cores, this approach could see a several hundred-fold increase
in speed.

The current experiments use limited semantic data on buildings,
but this is expandable. Recording intersections will enable ana-
lysis of occlusion patterns, and incorporating more semantics
will help focus computations on selected urban elements such
as buildings, trees, and city furniture. The comparison of irra-
diance values between the NTA8800 and those estimated using
our method highlights significant differences between purely
statistical approaches and analytical methods that account for
urban morphology.

The correlation coefficients (0.61 − 0.75) show a moderate to
strong linear relationship between our method and outputs from
NTA8800 or CitySim, indicating a basic alignment despite dif-
ferences in shadow modelling, irradiance calculations, and met-
eorological data. Error metrics and bar plots (fig. 10 - fig. 15)
indicate more significant discrepancies in summer compared to
winter. During winter, shadowing lessens energy loss due to
prevalent overcast conditions blocking direct solar irradiance
(Tuononen et al., 2019). Consequently, NTA8800 values, which
ignore shadow effects, align more closely with our output com-
putations in winter. In contrast, clear skies in summer accen-
tuate shadowing effects, widening the gap between NTA8800
values and our estimates.

One limitation of our method is its basic handling of light ray
diffusion and reflection, as shown in fig. 2. Our approach sim-
plifies the treatment of these factors. However, it still has the
potential to accurately calculate the Sky View Factor, which is
crucial for estimating diffuse and ground-reflected irradiance.
Enhancements in the ray-triangle intersection test pipeline could
achieve this accuracy. However, due to limited parallelization
capabilities in the current development, using the vector-tracing
pipeline to calculate the Sky View Factor would demand ex-
cessive computational resources. Instead, employing existing
rendering techniques that simulate the fish-eye camera view
could be a viable alternative for computing the Sky View Factor,
as suggested by (Hämmerle et al., 2011, Miao et al., 2020).

6. Conclusions and future work

Our proposed method enhances shadow calculation using se-
mantic 3D city models and vector tracing, avoiding reliance on
culling assumptions. It incorporates nightside filtering to ex-
clude computations for surfaces not facing the sun efficiently.

Our method’s rudimentary handling of light ray diffusion and
reflection is a limitation, as depicted in fig. 2. While this ap-
proach simplifies scenarios, it still holds promise for precisely
calculating the Sky View Factor, which is crucial for accurate
diffuse and ground-reflected irradiance estimates. Enhancing
the ray-triangle intersection test pipeline could achieve this pre-
cision. However, due to current development constraints on
parallelization, using the vector-tracing pipeline for this cal-
culation would be computationally demanding. Alternatively,
fish-eye camera simulation rendering techniques could be used
to calculate the Sky View Factor, as explored in previous studies
(Hämmerle et al., 2011, Miao et al., 2020).

We anticipate high accuracy, based on the speed of the inter-
section tests of BVH without assumptions. We aim to ana-
lyse further discrepancies caused by input weather data, results
aggregation, solar irradiance models, or surface characteristics
(orientation, inclination). Additionally, we plan to validate our
irradiance calculations against actual ground truth data to en-
sure reliability.
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